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Motivated by recent experimental studies of rheological hysteresis in soft glassy materials, we study nu-
merically strain rate sweeps in simple yield stress fluids and viscosity bifurcating yield stress fluids. Our
simulations of downward followed by upward strain rate sweeps, performed within fluidity models and the
soft glassy rheology model, successfully capture the experimentally observed monotonic decrease of the area
of the rheological hysteresis loop with sweep time in simple yield stress fluids, and the bell shaped dependence
of hysteresis loop area on sweep time in viscosity bifurcating fluids. We provide arguments explaining these
two different functional forms in terms of differing tendencies of simple and viscosity bifurcating fluids to
form shear-bands during the sweeps, and show that the banding behaviour captured by our simulations in-
deed agrees with that reported experimentally. We also discuss the difference in hysteresis behaviour between
inelastic and viscoelastic fluids. Our simulations qualitatively agree with the experimental data discussed
here for four different soft glassy materials.
Many soft materials, including emulsions,1 foams,2 col-
loids,3,4 microgels5 and star polymers6 display exotic rhe-
ological behaviour intermediate between that of liquids
and solids.7,8 At rest, or under low imposed strains, they
behave as weak elastic solids and often also show age-
ing behaviour, in which a sample becomes progressively
more solid-like as a function of the time since it was pre-
pared.9–11 In contrast, for imposed stresses larger than
a threshold yield stress σy, they show more liquid-like
response, although the resulting flow might be spatially
homogeneous or heterogeneous,12 steady or strongly time
dependent,13 depending on the nature of the interactions
between the constituent particles,1,13–15 the shear his-
tory16–18 and even the boundary conditions.19,20 Such
phenomena have been attributed to the generic presence
in these ‘soft glassy materials’ (SGMs)21,22 of structural
disorder and metastability.
Understanding the rheology of soft glasses remains the
focus of considerable ongoing debate.23,24 Many practical
applications require the determination of the flow curve
σ(γ˙), which links the shear stress σ to the shear rate γ˙
under conditions of a steady shear flow. Experimentally,
the measurement of this curve usually involves sweeping
the shear rate (or shear stress) up or down over some
prescribed interval, with some prescribed temporal du-
ration for the sweep. While the aim is to measure the
steady-state flow curve, in practice a time-dependent re-
sponse is often seen. In any fluid with a fixed intrinsic
relaxation timescale, the departure from steady-state can
be quantified by comparing that relaxation timescale to
the time of the sweep. In a glassy material, however, the
typical relaxation timescale is a complicated function of
the imposed flow history. In practice, therefore, the usual
strategy is to compare flow curve measurements obtained
in a sequence comprising an upward followed by a down-
ward strain rate sweep. If these two curve superimpose,
the resulting master curve is taken as the steady-state
flow curve. In many materials the viscous stress σ−σy is
well fit to a power-law rheology, as first noted by Herschel
and Bulkley.25 Often, however, hysteresis loops arise in
these flow curve measurements. This phenomenon has
been termed rheological hysteresis, and has been reported
widely in soft glassy materials.18,26–40
In the rheological literature, the first mention of hys-
teresis loops of which we are aware dates back to 1932,
when E. L. McMillen reported a discrepancy between
increasing and decreasing stress controlled ramps in
paints.41 H. Green and R. N. Weltmann proposed com-
puting the area enclosed inside the loop.42 For the mate-
rials studied in Refs.42,43, this loop area was found to be
a decreasing function of increasing time to perform the
upsweep. K. Nakaishi and co-workers proposed a slightly
simpler protocol of sequentially increasing then decreas-
ing the shear rate, without any pause between the two
ramps.44 For clays, they likewise found the area of the
loops to be smaller for ramps performed more slowly.45
Hysteresis loops are often discussed as a hallmark of
rheological behaviour termed thixotropy.46 A strict defi-
nition of the protocol used to measure the loops has so far
been lacking however. For example, the sweeps are often
performed over arbitrary durations compared to the ma-
terial’s intrinsic relaxation timescale.47–49 Furthermore
the shear rate can either first be swept from low to high
values, or vice versa. Delays of arbitrary durations are
often imposed at the end of the first sweep. In 2009,
J. Mewis and N. Wagner summed up the state of the
art as follows50: “The area enclosed will depend on test
conditions such as the shear history prior to the start of
2the experiment, the maximum shear rate and the accel-
eration rate”. It is also worth noting that the loop area
may be computed with the flow curves plotted either in
linear-linear scales or in linear-logarithmic scales. This
of course strongly impacts the value of the area, because
a linear abscissa gives more weight to larger shear rates.
Motivated by the aim of providing a rationalized
framework for generating hysteresis loops reproducibly,
and with the smallest number of free parameters, Divoux
et al. 51 introduced the following experimental protocol.
First, the fluid is sheared to steady state at a high shear
rate γ˙max in order to erase any previous flow history.
The shear rate is then swept from this initial high value
γ˙max to a minimum value γ˙min, and then back up to γ˙max,
without any pause between these two sweeps. Each sweep
comprises the same fixed number N of steps in the value
of the shear rate, equally spaced on a logarithmic scale.
The waiting time per point δt gives an equivalent sweep
rate d log(γ˙)/dt = 1/nδt, where n = N/ log(γ˙max/γ˙min)
is the number of steps per decade. The sweep time δt
is taken as the main control parameter, with γ˙min, γ˙max
and N held fixed between different experiments. Care is
taken to use large enough values of δt that a steady flow is
attained at γ˙max, both at the start of the downsweep and
the end of the upsweep, such that any time-dependent ef-
fects are confined to the lower strain rates explored by
the sweeps.
Based on the above protocol, robustly reproducible
results were obtained for the area Aσ of the hysteresis
loops as a function of the sweep time δt. (We recall the
precise definition of Aσ in Sec. II D below.) In particu-
lar, in Ref.51, two distinct categories of yield stress flu-
ids were investigated: ‘simple’ and ‘viscosity bifurcating’
yield stress fluids. These two different types of yielding
behaviours have been identified recently in the experi-
mental literature.23,24,31,52 (In practice, however, the dis-
tinction between them may not always be sharp and there
may exist a continuum of fluid types between them.)
Under a sustained applied shear flow, viscosity bifurcat-
ing materials14,16,31,53 exhibit a phenomenon known as
shear-banding, in which their steady-state flow field ex-
hibits macroscopic bands of differing viscosities, with the
band layer normals in the flow-gradient direction. This
effect is thought to stem from a non-monotonicity in the
underlying constitutive curve of shear stress as a func-
tion of shear rate (for initially homogeneous flow states).
Viscosity bifurcating fluids also commonly display strong
time-dependence including thixotropy or rheopexy (i.e.,
anti-thixotropy). In contrast, simple yield stress flu-
ids12,54,55 show weaker time-dependence. Furthermore,
their steady-state response to a sustained applied flow is
one of homogeneous shear, indicating a monotonic un-
derlying constitutive curve.
Despite this, even simple yield stress fluids often ex-
hibit shear-banding33,56–59 during the time-dependent,
transient process during which a steady flow is estab-
lished out of an initial rest state, following the switch-on
in a previously undeformed sample of a constant imposed
shear rate γ˙, or a constant imposed shear stress σ. This
banding is likewise transient in nature, persisting only
as long as it takes to establish a state of steady homo-
geneous flow, consistent with the constitutive curve of
these simple yield stress fluids being monotonic. (In an
oscillatory flow, however, simple yield stress fluids have
recently been predicted to show sustained shear-banding
as a result of the sustained time-dependence of the im-
posed oscillatory flow.60)
In the same way, the rheological hysteresis observed in
sweep measurements of the flow curve is often also ac-
companied by strongly heterogeneous, shear-banded or
plug flows.51,56 Indeed the velocity profiles themselves
can show strong hysteresis, with the profile measured at
any given shear rate differing between the down- and up-
sweeps. In Ref.51, the area Av of the hysteresis loop
computed from the velocity profiles showed a robustly re-
producible dependence on the sweep time δt, in the same
way as the area Aσ computed from the stress measure-
ments discussed above. (We recall the precise definition
of Av in Sec. II D below.) In a carbopol microgel, which
is a simple yield stress fluid, both Aσ and Av were found
to be monotonically decreasing functions of the sweep
time δt. In contrast, carbon black gels and laponite sus-
pensions, which are strongly time-dependent yield stress
fluids, display a more complex hysteresis behaviour: Aσ
and Av both showed a bell-shaped dependence on δt in
laponite suspensions, and so does Aσ for carbon black
gels.
Alongside the experimental literature just described,
theoretical attempts to model rheological hysteresis have
been relatively limited in comparison. Many stud-
ies45,50,61–66 have considered so called ‘fluidity models’,
or ‘structural kinetics theories’. These typically pose a
simple scalar constitutive equation for the time evolution
of the shear stress σ, coupled to an equation describing
the time evolution of an underlying property λ of the
fluid, which may characterise the state of its microstruc-
ture or degree of dynamical fluidity. However many such
studies fail to systematically compute the loop area as a
function of the sweep time δt. Many have considered an
upsweep followed by a downsweep, with some perform-
ing several such sweep-cycles until the hysteresis loops
attain invariance from cycle to cycle. Mewis pointed out
that a single λ-like parameter may not be sufficient to
understand experimental observations and that a multi-
parameter model may be necessary.67 Recently, Sainudiin
et al.68 analysed the hysteresis in yield stress fluids us-
ing an Ising-like model. They found that the fraction
of gelled sites of their model showed hysteresis under
applied stress, and the area under the hysteresis loop
showed a bell-shaped dependence on δt.
Of the theoretical studies just described, the vast ma-
jority have simply assumed that the flow remains homo-
geneous. This precludes upfront the possibility of shear-
banding, in notable contradiction to the experiments of
Ref.51. An important exception can be found in the work
of Ref.66, which studied a fluidity model of a simple yield
3stress fluid, coupled to the Navier-Stokes equation to al-
low any heterogeneity in the flow profile to be computed.
This successfully predicted rheological hysteresis and the
time-dependent shear-banding associated with it. How-
ever for viscoelastic materials it claimed a maximum in
the area Aσ of the hysteresis loops as a function of the
sweep time δt, even for simple yield stress fluids, at odds
with the experiments of Ref.51. Viscosity bifurcating flu-
ids were not considered in Ref.66.
The aim of the present work is to carry out a de-
tailed theoretical study of rheological hysteresis, and the
shear-banding associated with it, in both simple yield
stress and viscosity bifurcating fluids, and to support this
with more detailed experimental results than were pre-
sented in Ref.51. Our calculations are performed within
a generalised fluidity model and the soft glassy rheol-
ogy model.23 Both have been used previously to study
transient shear-banding in other time dependent proto-
cols.58–60
An important finding of our work is that, for simple
yield stress fluids, the areas Aσ and Av of the hysteresis
loops measured from bulk rheology and flow velocimetry
are always predicted to decrease monotonically with in-
creasing sweep time δt, at least in any regime where δt
is long enough to ensure a steady-state at the maximum
shear rate γ˙max (which was always ensured in the exper-
iments of Ref.51). We also offer an explanation for the
claimed non-monotonic dependence of Aσ and Av on δt
for simple yield stress fluids in Ref.66, in contradiction to
the experiments of Ref.51. Our other main contribution is
to show that a proper consideration of underlying steady-
state shear-banding is crucial to understanding the bell
shaped curves Aσ(δt) and Av(δt) of hysteresis loop area
as a function of sweep time seen experimentally in vis-
cosity bifurcating yield stress fluids.51
The paper is structured as follows. In Secs. I and II
respectively we outline our experimental and theoretical
methods. In Sec. III we present our results for simple
yield stress fluids by focusing first on experiments and
second on theoretical calculations. Results are presented
in the same sequence for viscosity bifurcating fluids in
Sec. IV. Because of the simplified and generic nature of
the fluidity and SGR models used here, we do not at-
tempt a detailed quantitative comparison between the-
ory and any particular set of experimental data. Rather,
we aim to capture theoretically the salient qualitative
features of the experimental observations, in particular
regarding the dependence of the hysteresis loop area on
sweep time, separately for simple yield stress and viscos-
ity bifurcating fluids. In Sec. V we present our conclu-
sions and perspectives for future work.
I. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Rheology coupled to velocimetry
Experiments are performed in a Couette geometry
made of Plexiglas with a rotating inner cylinder of ra-
dius 24 mm and height 28 mm, and a fixed outer cylin-
der of radius 25 mm, yielding a gap e = 1 mm. The
boundary conditions are either smooth (polished Plexi-
glas of typical roughness 15 nm) or rough (sandblasted
Plexiglas of typical roughness 1 µm). The cell is topped
by a homemade lid to minimize evaporation. Rheologi-
cal data are recorded with a stress-controlled rheometer
(MCR 301, Anton Paar). As recalled in the introduction,
two flow curves are successively measured through the
same protocol as in Ref.51: we first decrease the shear
rate γ˙ from high shear (γ˙max = 10
3 s−1) to low shear
(γ˙min = 10
−3 s−1) through N = 90 successive logarith-
mically spaced steps of duration δt each, and then imme-
diately increase γ˙ back from γ˙min up to the initial value
γ˙max following the same N steps in reverse order. Start-
ing from high shear rates ensures that the sample is fully
fluidized and that the initial stage of the experiment is re-
producible, independent of any previous shear history. In
general, the downward and upward flow curves, σdown(γ˙)
and σup(γ˙), do not coincide and define a hysteresis loop.
Simultaneously to the flow curves, the azimuthal ve-
locity v is measured as a function of the radial distance r
to the rotor, at about 15 mm from the cell bottom, and
with a spatial resolution of 40 µm by means of ultrasonic
velocimetry.69 A piezo-polymer immersion transducer of
central frequency f = 36 MHz (Panametrics PI 50-2)
emits short ultrasonic pulses and collects the resulting
pressure signals backscattered by the sample seeded with
a small quantity of hollow glass spheres. For a given
pulse, the backscattered pressure signal, referred to as
the ultrasonic speckle signal, results from the interfer-
ences of all the waves scattered by the glass spheres in
the thin cylindrical acoustic beam (of diameter ∼ 60 µm)
during the propagation of the pulse across the gap of the
Couette cell. In such a speckle signal, echoes that ar-
rive at a given time correspond to a given propagation
distance from the transducer to the scatterers and back
to the transducer. Therefore, this speckle signal reflects
the position of the scatterers for the corresponding pulse.
As scatterers are advected with the sample, the cross-
correlation of two successive speckle signals over small
time windows gives access to the local velocity v(r, t) of
the sample. The pulse repetition frequency (PRF), i.e.
the time interval between two pulses, is set proportional
to the shear rate, typically fPRF = 50γ˙ for a 1-mm gap, so
that the maximum displacement between two ultrasonic
pulses remains smaller than half an acoustic wavelength.
This rheo-ultrasonic setup allows us to access velocities
from 1 µms−1 to 1 m s−1. The reader is referred to Ref.69
for full technical details about ultrasonic data acquisition
and processing.
Here, the shear rate is swept over six orders of magni-
4tude for each flow curve with waiting times as small as
1 s per point. We thus need to adjust the PRF to the
current value of the shear rate. To do this, we use the
analog output of the MCR 301 rheometer to monitor the
shear rate in real time: a standard data acquisition board
(NI USB 6009, National Instruments) digitizes the shear
rate signal which is read by the Labview program that
controls ultrasonic velocimetry and constantly updates
the PRF according to the measured γ˙.
B. Experimental systems
We study four different complex fluids: (i) a carbopol
microgel (ETD 2050) at 1% wt. which is neutralized by
sodium hydroxide under magnetic stirring at 300 rpm,57
(ii) a commercial mayonnaise (Casino), i.e. a dense emul-
sion, (iii) a 2.5% wt. clay suspension obtained by mixing
laponite powder (Rockwood, grade RD) with ultrapure
water,20 and (iv) a carbon black gel prepared in the ab-
sence of any dispersant by mixing CB particles (Cabot
Vulcan XC72R of density 1.8) in a light mineral oil (from
Sigma, density 0.838, viscosity 20 mPa s) at weight con-
centration 8% wt.70,71
In order to provide ultrasonic scattering, samples (i),
(iii) and (iv) are seeded respectively with 1%, 0.3% and
1% wt. hollow glass microspheres of mean diameter 6 µm
(Sphericel, Potters) and density 1.1 g cm−3. The droplet
size in sample (ii) is well adapted to scatter ultrasound
efficiently so that seeding the fluid with acoustic tracers
is not required in this case.
Carbopol microgels and concentrated emulsions are
generally considered as simple yield stress fluids31 so that
experimental results obtained on samples (i) and (ii) will
be discussed together in Sect. III A. On the other hand,
laponite suspensions and carbon black are known to be
strongly time-dependent systems. The former was shown
to display a viscosity bifurcation20,72 while the latter is
a rheopectic yield stress fluid that shows delayed yield-
ing.70,73 Both samples (iii) and (iv) are discussed below
in Sect. IVA.
In order to clearly distinguish the response of these
different fluids, we find it necessary to present some ex-
perimental results that have previously been published.
Figs. 2 (b) and (c), 3(b), 8 (b) and (c), 9(b), and 13 (a)
and (c) of this work contain experimental data presented
in Ref.51 and its associated Supplementary Material. The
other experimental data presented in this work have not
previously been published.
II. THEORETICAL MODELS AND METHODS
A. Flow geometry
We study shear flow between infinite parallel plates at
y = 0, L, with the upper plate moving in the positive x
direction at a speed ¯˙γ(t)L at any time t, giving a shear
rate ¯˙γ(t) spatially averaged across the sample. We return
in Sec. II D to prescribe the time-dependent function ¯˙γ(t)
in the protocol of interest here. The method of our cal-
culation essentially assumes the plates to be flat. As
described in the next section, however, we also include a
simplified toy description of a small curvature of the flow
cell, with its associated slight stress gradient across the
gap between the plates.
B. Force balance
We adopt a one-dimensional description in which the
flow variables are allowed to vary only in the flow-
gradient direction y across the rheometer gap, with trans-
lational invariance assumed in the flow direction x and
vorticity direction z. We use a simplified scalar approach
in which we consider only the shear component of the
stress tensor, neglecting any normal stress components.
We assume the total stress σ(y, t) on a streamline at
position y at time t to comprise the sum of a viscoelastic
contribution Σ(y, t) from the fluid microstructure (emul-
sion droplets, say) and a Newtonian solvent contribution
of viscosity η:
σ(y, t) = Σ(y, t) + ηγ˙(y, t). (1)
We work throughout at zero Reynolds number, assuming
conditions of creeping flow. For flow between strictly flat
parallel plates, the total stress field σ would then have to
be spatially uniform, independent of position y. However,
as noted above we also choose to mimic in a simplified
way a slight stress variation across the gap between the
rheometer plates, as would arise in a curved Couette,
cone-plate or plate-plate device. To do so we assign a
slight spatial dependence to the total stress field:
σ(y, t) = σ(t) [1 + κ cos(πy/L)] , (2)
characterised by a small heterogeneity parameter κ. The
spatial average σ(y, t) over y is denoted σ¯(t).
Although this does not give a faithful representation of
the true stress dependence in any actual curved flow de-
vice, it does capture the essential effect of cell curvature
for our purposes, which is to give a slight heterogene-
ity to the stress field. This acts as a small perturbation
that can trigger the onset of a shear-banding instability
in an initially homogeneous flow, and also plays a role in
determining the position of shear-bands across the gap.
C. Constitutive models
The dynamics of the viscoelastic stress σ in Eq. (1) is
specified by a constitutive model. In order to address the
experimental observations of Ref.51 we perform calcula-
tions within a fluidity model and the SGR model.
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FIG. 1. Underlying stationary homogeneous constitutive
curves for a fluidity model of a simple yield stress fluid, a = 0
(dot-dashed), of a viscosity bifurcating model, p = 1, a =
10, τ1 = 3 (dashed), and of the SGR model with x = 0.3
(solid).
1. Fluidity model
Following many other fluidity models,50,64,74 we adopt
a single Maxwell mode for the dynamics of the viscoelas-
tic stress:
dΣ
dt
= G0
[
γ˙ −
Σ
η0λ
]
. (3)
The first term in the bracket on the right hand side (RHS)
describes elastic loading with flow, and the second de-
scribes viscoelastic relaxation. The effective viscoelastic
relaxation timescale τ = η0λ/G0 = λτ0 at any time, and
the effective viscosity η0λ. The elastic modulus G0 is as-
sumed constant. Following58,75 we assign the parameter
λ its own dynamics according to
dλ
dt
= r
[
1−
λ
1 + 1/f(γ˙)
]
+ rd2∇2λ. (4)
For a simple yield stress fluid, we take the function
f(γ˙) =
|γ˙|η0
σy
. (5)
As noted above, the quantity λ determines the vis-
coelastic relaxation timescale and effective viscosity of
the fluid at any time. Such a parameter is sometimes
discussed in the literature as a measure of the ‘structur-
ing’ in the fluid, and sometimes of the inverse dynamical
‘fluidity’.50 We adopt the latter nomenclature, because
the rheological ageing of soft glassy materials may not
be associated with any observable change in an underly-
ing structural quantity. However the same model can also
be used to consider ageing-like processes such as gelation
in which a sample does physically restructure over time.
Indeed the discussion that follows could have been cast
in those terms with only minor rephrasing.
In the absence of flow, the first term in the bracket on
the RHS of Eq. (4) captures ageing, in which the char-
acteristic relaxation timescale of the material increases
linearly as a function of the time since the sample was
freshly prepared.9 Within our model this ageing contin-
ues indefinitely even at long times. In contrast, some
models assume a fully ‘structured’ state at long times,
with a limiting value λ = 1.50 The second term in the
bracket accounts for rejuvenation and refluidisation by
flow (often interpreted as breakdown of the underlying
fluid structure). The model could also be adapted to
account for shear induced aggregation in the underlying
microstructure,74 although we do not consider that pos-
sibility here.
The steady flow curve is given by σ = σy + (η0 + η)γ˙,
with a yield stress σy in the limit γ˙ → 0, beyond which
the fluid flows with a (differential) viscosity (η0 + η) as
shown in Fig. 1. The steady-state inverse fluidity is
λ = 1 + σy/(η0|γ˙|) in homogeneous flow, with the di-
vergence in this quantity as γ˙ → 0 responsible for the
yield stress in the flow curve. In this way, the two model
parameters σy and η0 determine the fluid’s steady-state
response. The elastic modulus G0 can instead be thought
of essentially as a dynamic quantity: writing G0 = η0/τ0,
we recognize G0 (for fixed η0) as an effective kinetic coef-
ficient that determines the rate of viscoelastic relaxation
in Eq. (3), for any fixed value of λ. The kinetic coeffi-
cient r in Eq. (4) sets the rate at which the fluidity (or
underlying fluid structure) adjusts to a given flow. The
parameter d in Eq. (4) is needed to ensure a reproducible
shear-banded state, with a slightly diffuse interface be-
tween the bands of characteristic width d.76,77
To model viscosity bifurcating fluids, we use Eqs. (3)
and (4) as above, but now with the function
f(γ˙) =
|γ˙|η0
σy
[1 + a(γ˙τ1)
p] , (6)
which for a = 0 reduces to the function in Eq. (5) for
a simple yield stress fluid. For a > 0 and p > 0, the
non-linearity in f gives an underlying constitutive curve
that has a yield stress σy followed by a region of nega-
tive slope, before recovering a positive slope at high shear
rates. The model then admits a non-monotonic underly-
ing constitutive curve, as shown in Fig. 1, and allows for
the steady-state shear-banding seen in viscosity bifurcat-
ing yield stress fluids.
We adopt boundary conditions at the rheometer plates
of no slip for the fluid velocity together with zero-gradient
for the fluidity λ. We use units in which the yield stress
σy = 1, which sets our scale of stress; in which the differ-
ential viscosity of the high shear part of the flow curve is
η0 = 1 for simple yield stress fluids, which sets our scale
of time; and in which the rheometer gapL = 1, which sets
our scale of length. Throughout we use a small solvent
viscosity η = 0.05, a small characteristic width d = 0.01
for the interface between shear-bands, and a small stress
heterogeneity parameter κ = 0.02. We expect our re-
sults to be robust to reasonable variations in these small
quantities.
For a simple yield stress fluid this leaves as model pa-
rameters to be explored the adimensional value of G0,
6which sets the basic scale for the rate of viscoelastic re-
laxation, and of r, which sets the basic scale for the rate
of ageing (or fluidisation). All our results presented below
have r = 1, but we have checked that our main findings
are robust to reasonable variations in this quantity. For
a viscosity-bifurcating fluid, we use the same units and
parameter values as just listed for a simple yield stress
fluid, with additional parameter values p = 1, a = 10,
and τ1 = 3.
The model equations are solved numerically by dis-
cretising them on a spatial grid in the y direction with a
mesh size ∆y, and using a time-stepping algorithm with
a timescale ∆t. The spatially local terms are evolved us-
ing a first order implicit scheme, and the diffusive term
using a backward Euler method solved by means of the
Thomas algorithm.78 The results presented below have
∆y = 0.01 and ∆t = 5 × 10−5, checked for convergence
against smaller values of ∆y and ∆t.
2. Soft glassy rheology model
The phenomenological SGR model21,22 captures the
basic glassy features of structural disorder and metasta-
bility that underpin the rheology of soft glassy materials.
In its original form it addresses only homogeneous shear
flows. We describe this form first, before discussing its
extension to allow for heterogeneous shear-banded flows.
In its original form the model considers an ensemble
of elements that undergo activated hopping among an
energy landscape of traps. Each element is taken to
represent a mesoscopic cluster of a few tens of emulsion
droplets or foam bubbles, say, and is assigned local con-
tinuum variables of shear strain l and shear stress kl.
These describe the cluster’s state of deformation relative
to a state of locally undeformed equilibrium. Between
hops, the strain of each element builds up in an affine way,
following the macroscopic flow field: l˙ = γ˙. The associ-
ated elastic stress kl is intermittently released by local
plastic events, in which the cluster suddenly rearranges
into a new local configuration, modelled as the hopping
of the element out of one trap and into another. Immedi-
ately after any hop the element selects its new trap depth
randomly from a prior distribution ρ(E) ∼ exp(−E/xg),
and resets its local strain l to zero.
These hopping events are taken to be dynamically acti-
vated, with an element in a trap of depth E and with local
shear strain l having a probability per unit time of yield-
ing given by τ−1(E, l) = Γ0 exp
[
−(E − 1
2
kl2)/x
]
. In this
way, the element’s stored elastic energy 1
2
kl2 offsets the
trap depth E, leading to a reduced local barrier to rear-
rangement E− 1
2
kl2, and exponentially fast yielding once
l =
√
2E/k. This leads to rheological shear thinning in
the fluid. Because the typical energy barrier E ≫ kBT ,
the parameter x is not the true thermodynamic temper-
ature but instead an effective noise temperature that is
taken to model coupling with other yielding events else-
where in the sample.
With the dynamics just described, the probability
P (E, l, t) for an element to be in a trap of depth E with
local shear strain l evolves according to
P˙ (E, l, t) + γ˙
∂P
∂l
= −
1
τ(E, l)
P + Γ(t)ρ(E)δ(l). (7)
The convected derivative on the left hand side describes
affine loading by shear. The first and second terms on
the right hand side describe hops out of and into traps
respectively, with an ensemble average hopping rate
Γ(t) =
∫
dE
∫
dl
1
τ(E, l)
P (E, l, t). (8)
The macroscopic stress is defined as
σ(t) =
∫
dE
∫
dl klP (E, l, t). (9)
The model captures a glass transition at a noise tem-
perature x = xg. For noise temperatures x < xg, the
steady-state flow curve has a yield stress σy(x) that ini-
tially rises linearly with xg−x just below the glass point.
Beyond this yield stress the flow curve rises monotoni-
cally as σ−σy(x) ∼ γ˙
1−x/xg . For 1 < x/xg < 2 the model
displays power-law fluid behaviour with σ ∼ γ˙x/xg−1.
Newtonian response σ ∼ γ˙ is recovered for x/xg > 2.
Under low imposed strains or stresses in the glass
phase, rheological ageing occurs: following sample prepa-
ration at some initial time t = 0, the system evolves into
ever deeper traps as a function of time since preparation.
This confers a growing stress relaxation time 〈τ〉 ∼ t,
and increasingly more solid-like response as a function
of the sample age. An imposed shear of constant rate γ˙
can however arrest ageing and rejuvenate the sample to
a steady flowing state of effective age 〈τ〉 ∼ 1/γ˙.
So far we have described the model in its original form,
which contains no spatial information about the location
of any element and is incapable of addressing heteroge-
neous, shear-banded flows.21,22 In Ref.79, we extended
the model to allow for spatial variations in the flow-
gradient dimension y. Translational invariance is still
assumed in the flow direction x and vorticity direction
z. That study also modified the model to have a non-
monotonic constitutive curve, giving viscosity bifurcat-
ing YSF behaviour. In this work we remove that mod-
ification and report SGR calculations only in the case
of a simple yield stress fluid. (Preliminary studies of
the SGR model modified to give viscosity bifurcating
behaviour however indicate very similar hysteresis phe-
nomenology to that of the viscosity bifurcating fluidity
model discussed in the previous subsection, in its vis-
coelastic regime. Data not shown.)
Following79, then, we discretise the y coordinate into
i = 1 · · ·ns streamlines of equal spacing L/ns, for con-
venience adopting periodic boundary conditions between
streamlines i = 1 and ns. Each streamline is assigned
its own ensemble of j = 1 · · ·m SGR elements, giving a
shear stress σi = (k/m)
∑
j lij on the ith streamline.
7In the creeping flow conditions considered here, the
shear stress must remain uniform across all streamlines
in a flat flow cell. (With slight cell curvature the stress
would instead be slightly heterogeneous, as mimicked by
Eq. (2). The extension of the procedure for imposing
force balance that we shall now describe in the context
of a flat cell generalises trivially to that case.) During any
interval in which no hop occurs anywhere in the system,
l˙ = γ˙ for every element on all streamlines and the stress
change is accordingly uniform, consistent with force bal-
ance. Supposing a hop then occurs at element ij when
its local strain is l = ℓ. (Numerically, the hopping dy-
namics is handled using a kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm
to stochastically choose the element and time of the next
hop.58,59,79–82) The associated reduction in stress on that
streamline would then potentially violate force balance.
To correct for this, we then update all elements on the
same streamline i according to l → l + ℓ/m. This re-
stores force balance across the streamlines, but with a
stress level that has not been correctly reduced by the
yielding event. To correct for this, we further update all
elements on all streamlines according to l → l− ℓ/(mns).
This algorithm can be thought of as the η → 0 limit of
imposing force balance within Eq. (1). For the timescales
τ ≫ η/k and flow rates γ˙ ≪ k/η of interest in this work,
taking this limit η → 0 upfront gives an excellent approx-
imation to the required physics: it amounts to assuming
the effect of the Newtonian solvent to be small compared
that of the viscoelastic component.
Finally, a small stress diffusivity between neighbouring
streamlines is needed to ensure a reproducible and phys-
ically realistic shear-banded state.76,77 This is incorpo-
rated by further adjusting the strain of three randomly
chosen elements on each adjacent streamline i ± 1 by
ℓw(−1,+2,−1), after a hop on streamline i, where w is
a small dimensionless number.
We use units in which L = 1, Γ0 = 1, k = 1 and xg = 1.
We take a small value w = 0.1 for the stress diffusivity
parameter. We fix the noise temperature x/xg = 0.3, for
which the model’s underlying constitutive curve is shown
in Fig. 1. Our numerical results below have m = 100 el-
ements on each of ns = 100 streamlines, checked for con-
vergence on increasing m, and ns. Each run is initialized
with a distribution of trap depths P (E, t = 0) = ρ(E),
and all local stresses equal to zero, before being subject
to the protocol described in the next section.
D. Flow protocol and measured quantities
Within the models just described, we consider the flow
curve sweep protocol introduced experimentally by Di-
voux et al.,51 as described in the introduction above.
Before the start of the downsweep, we shear at the high
initial rate γ˙max to a strain of γ = 250, which ensures
a fully rejuvenated and steady initial state. We then
perform the down and upsweeps as described, taking a
fixed number n = 15 points per decade and a fixed ratio
γ˙max/γ˙min = 10
6 in all our runs, giving N = 90 sweep
points in total. Remaining parameters of the protocol are
then γ˙max and δt. In most of our runs we take γ˙max = 10
or γ˙max = 1, leaving δt as the parameter to be explored
in detail. However we have checked that our most im-
portant conclusions are robust to reasonable variations
in this γ˙max.
As discussed above, σ(t) denotes the total stress at any
time t averaged across the gap between the plates, and
therefore over the slight stress heterogeneity introduced
by the small parameter κ in Eq. (2). At any point in
the shear rate sweep we further average this quantity
over the duration δt of that sweep-point, denoting the
resulting average by 〈σ〉. Following Divoux et al.,51 we
then define the area of the stress hysteresis loop as:
Aσ =
∫ γ˙max
γ˙min
|∆〈σ〉(γ˙)|d(log(γ˙)) (10)
where ∆〈σ〉 is the difference in the stress values 〈σ〉 mea-
sured at any fixed strain rate γ˙ in the downsweep and
the upsweep. Although in computing this area we have
chosen to use the stress 〈σ〉 time-averaged over the sweep
point as just described, we could instead have taken the
last measured value of σ at any imposed γ˙. Indeed we
have checked that this gives qualitatively all the same
behaviour as reported below using 〈σ〉, even though with
slightly different numerical values. Performing the inte-
gral in Eq. (10) on a logarithmic abscissa ensures equal
weight to low and high shear rate regimes. Also following
Divoux et al.,51 we define the area in the hysteresis loop
measured from the flow profiles as
Av =
∫ γ˙max
γ˙min
∫ L
0
|∆v(γ˙, y)|dy d(log(γ˙)) (11)
In reporting our results below we draw an important
distinction between those runs in which the stress values
of the initial point of the downsweep and the final point
of the upsweep meet, such that the hysteresis loop is
closed on a σ, γ˙ plot, and those in which they do not
meet. This condition was ensured in all the experiments
of Ref.51 and we accordingly take it as a condition for any
of our results to be credibly compared with experiment.
However we do also report results for the hysteresis loop
area even for runs in which this condition is not met. To
make their distinction clear we show them as open circles
in the relevant Figs. 6, 7 and 12 . As a working definition
of the two stress values meeting, we use
0.99 ≤ 〈σ〉up/〈σ〉down ≤ 1.01 . (12)
To characterise the degree of shear-banding in the sam-
ple at any time we define
∆γ˙ =
|γ˙h − γ˙l|
γ˙
, (13)
where γ˙h, γ˙l are the maximum and minimum shear rates
across the cell. The time-average of this quantity over the
8duration of any point in the strain rate sweep is denoted
〈∆γ˙〉. The fluidity of the sample spatially averaged across
the rheometer gap and time-averaged over the duration
of any sweep point is denoted 〈λ¯〉.
III. RESULTS: SIMPLE YIELD STRESS FLUIDS
A. Experiment
We first examine the case of simple yield stress flu-
ids, reporting results for a 1% wt. carbopol micro-
gel [Fig. 2(a)] and a commercial emulsion (mayonnaise)
[Fig. 3(a)]. In both cases one can see that the downsweep
and the upsweep almost coincide, leading to a small and
yet non-negligible hysteresis loop. In the case of the car-
bopol microgel, local measurements simultaneous to the
rheology reveal that the velocity profiles remain homoge-
neous along the downward sweep, together with an ever-
increasing amount of wall-slip. For shear rates smaller
than γ˙ ≃ 1 s−1 the sample is still sheared in the bulk
despite large slip at the wall, while for γ˙ . 0.1 s−1 the
flow becomes plug-like (total wall-slip regime). On the
upward curve, plug-like flow persists over a larger win-
dow of shear rate, namely up to γ˙ ≃ 0.4 s−1, and gives
way to heterogeneous flow profiles over one decade of
shear rates, 0.4 . γ˙ . 4 s−1, over which the shear stress
decreases. This heterogeneous fluidisation of the mate-
rial associated with persistent plug-like flow followed by
shear-banded velocity profiles is the main contribution to
the hysteresis loop. Above γ˙ ≃ 4 s−1, the carbopol mi-
crogel flows homogeneously and both the velocity profiles
and the flow curves are indistinguishable on the down-
sweep and on the upsweep.
The above scenario, shown here for smooth boundary
conditions (polished Plexiglas), is robust to a change of
δt and does not significantly depend on the wall rough-
ness.51 Repeating the experiments for various step dura-
tions δt allows us to compute both the rheological hys-
teresis loop area Aσ enclosed between the upward and
downward flow curves [Fig. 2(b)], as well as the hystere-
sis loop area Av defined by the velocity profiles measured
at the same shear rate during the two ramps [Fig. 2(c)].
Both areas show a monotonic decreasing trend for in-
creasing step duration. As δt is increased, the range
of shear rates over which shear-banding is observed gets
narrower, leading to smaller values of Av.
In the case of the mayonnaise, shown in Fig. 3(a) for
δt = 7 s and for smooth boundary conditions, the hys-
teresis in the flow curves is even smaller. Total wall-
slip associated with plug-like flow is reached during the
downsweep when the flow curve shows a marked change
in slope at γ˙ ≃ 0.3 s−1. The onset of flow during the
upsweep coincides with a small stress overshoot around
γ˙ ≃ 0.5 s−1. This slight difference in the up and
downsweep leads to a small yet measurable Aσ which
essentially decreases over all the range of explored δt
[Fig. 3(b)]. For the fastest sweeps with δt = 1 s, Aσ
FIG. 2. (a) Flow curve σ vs. γ˙ of a 1% wt. carbopol micro-
gel obtained by first decreasing γ˙ from 103 to 10−3 s−1 in 90
logarithmically spaced steps of duration δt = 24 s each (black
symbols), and then increasing γ˙ over the same range (red
symbols). Insets: Velocity profiles inside the gap recorded at
the same shear rate during the downward (black) and upward
(red) sweeps. Velocity data are normalized by the rotor veloc-
ity v0 and the vertical scale goes from 0 to 1. (b) Hysteresis
loop area Aσ defined by Eq. (10) versus δt. (c) Area Av de-
fined from the velocity profiles by Eq. (11) versus δt. Solid
lines in (b) and (c) are linear fits of the Aσ and Av data in
semilogarithmic scales. Experiments conducted with smooth
boundary conditions (polished Plexiglas).
seems to increase with δt and go through a maximum
for δt ≃ 3 s but it is hard to give a definite conclusion
without more measurements in the low δt range which
is difficult to access experimentally. Moreover, only ho-
mogeneous velocity profiles are detected. The non-zero
hysteresis area Av results from the small mismatch, be-
tween the upsweep and the downsweep, in the shear rate
corresponding to the transition from total wall-slip to a
sheared state. Except maybe for the fastest sweeps, one
cannot decide from Fig. 3(c) whether Av remains truly
constant for δt & 5 s or whether Av actually decreases
below some noise level (Av ≃ 0.8 mm
2 s−1) associated
with the experimental uncertainty on the velocity mea-
surements. To conclude, the salient feature of hysteresis
loops in materials commonly classified as simple yield
stress fluids is the monotonically decreasing behaviour of
the loop areas Aσ and Av down to sweeps with δt ≃ 1 s.
Hysteresis in the velocity measurements arises from plug-
like flow and/or shear-banding following the stress over-
shoot in the upsweep.
9FIG. 3. (a) Same as Fig. 2 for a commercial emulsion (May-
onnaise, Casino) with δt = 7 s. The solid line in (b) serves
to guide the eye through the possible maximum of Aσ at the
smallest δt. Experiments conducted with smooth boundary
conditions (polished Plexiglas).
B. Theory
We now study the predictions of our models of simple
yield stress fluids for rheological hysteresis, considering
in turn the fluidity model (with a = 0) and the SGR
model.
1. Fluidity model
The fluidity model with a = 0 has a monotonic un-
derlying constitutive curve, σ = σy + (η + η0)γ˙, giving
simple yield stress fluid behaviour followed by a linear
dependence of stress on strain rate. Although many ex-
perimental systems show power law Herschel-Bulkley be-
haviour83 we do not expect this to be a serious shortcom-
ing for the purposes of this article.
Within this model we consider the protocol proposed
in Ref.51, in which the shear rate is swept from a high
value γ˙max to a low value γ˙min = 10
−6γ˙max and back
again, in each case via N = 90 points equally spaced on
a logarithmic scale, with a hold time δt per point. This
leaves to be explored the protocol parameters γ˙max and
δt, as well as the model parameter G0 in Eq. (3) and r
in Eq. (4). In fact all our results presented below have
γ˙max = 10.0 and r = 1.0, although we have checked that
our main findings, in particular, concerning the overall
shape of the functional dependence of the hysteresis loop
area on δt, are robust to varying these. Accordingly, we
focus in what follows on varying G0 and δt.
Recall from Eq. (3) that G0 sets the degree of the ma-
terial’s viscoelasticity. In the limit G0 → ∞ at fixed η0,
the basic timescale of viscoelastic relaxation η0/G0 → 0,
giving an inelastic fluid. In contrast, for G0 = O(1) the
material is highly viscoelastic. We shall consider one ex-
ample of an essentially inelastic fluid, G0 = 100, and one
of a highly viscoelastic material, G0 = 1, in each case
exploring a wide range of values of the sweep time δt.
Our results for the almost inelastic fluid, G0 = 100,
are shown in Fig. (4). Although the rate of viscoelastic
relaxation is fast in this case, the basic scale setting the
time-frame over which the fluidity evolves is r−1 = 1.
The time-evolution of the fluidity therefore interacts in a
non-trivial way with the sweep time δt to give the hys-
teresis loops in the flow curves of panels (a) and (c).
At the highest flow rates, the flow curves measured
in the down and upsweeps coincide with each other, as
well as with the stationary underlying constitutive curve
σ = σy+(η+η0)γ˙, which is marked as a dot-dashed line.
This has happened essentially by design: as discussed
previously, we choose values of δt large enough that the
flow attains a steady-state and the curves meet at the
highest strain rates, to give closed hysteresis loops. With
these preliminary remarks in mind we now describe in
more detail the downsweep, followed by the upsweep.
As the strain rate is swept downwards from its ini-
tially high value, the stress departs downwards from the
steady-state flow curve once the strain rate falls below
a characteristic value γ˙ ∼ 1/δt. The reason for this
is evident from the insets to panels (b) and (d), which
show the behaviour of the inverse fluidity λ during the
down and upsweeps: at these lower strain rates, λ cannot
increase quickly enough to attain its steady-state value
λss = 1 + 1/γ˙ in the time δt spent at any given value
of the strain rate, before the strain rate is again swept
progressively lower. (The maximum rate of increase with
time of λ is linear whereas γ˙ decreases exponentially.) As
a result, the sample’s fluidity remains too high compared
with its steady-state value. The viscosity and shear stress
accordingly remain too low compared with their values
on the steady-state flow curve.
Once the strain rate attains its minimum and is subse-
quently swept back upwards, the inverse fluidity and the
stress initially remain too low, again failing to rise quickly
enough to attain their steady-state values at any given
value of the strain rate, before the strain rate is swept
progressively on upwards. In contrast, a new effect is
seen at higher strain rates: the inverse fluidity and stress
transiently exceed their steady-state values and there is a
noticeable overshoot in the stress signal at a typical strain
rate that again scales as γ˙ ∼ 1/δt. After this overshoot
the sample fluidises and the stress declines, rejoining the
steady-state flow curve at the highest flow rates.
As just described, the departure of the stress from the
steady-state flow curve on the downsweep, and the over-
shoot in the stress before it regains the steady-state flow
curve on the upsweep, both happen at characteristic flow
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FIG. 4. Simple yield stress fluidity model in the nearly inelastic regime, G0 = 100.0, in flow curve sweeps with waiting time
δt = 10.0 per point (top) and δt = 100.0 per point (bottom). In each case the left panel shows the flow curves obtained in a
downsweep (black circles) followed up an upsweep (red circles), with the stationary underlying constitutive curve shown as the
dot-dashed line, and the insets showing velocity profile snapshots at the times corresponding to the solid symbols in the main
graph. The right panel shows the corresponding degree of shear-banding (main graph) and the inverse fluidity (inset). The
arrow pointing at the x-axis is γ˙ = 1/δt, which roughly coincides with the strain at which the stress first deviates from the
constitutive curve during the downsweep. Videos of the rheological hysteresis in this model for δt = 10, and 100 can be found
in the ESI. a
aElectronic supplementary information (ESI) can be found here: http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C6SM02581A .
rates γ˙ ∼ 1/δt. This is seen by comparing panel (a), for
which δt = 10.0, with its counterpart panel (c), for which
δt = 100.0: the features just described shift to the left by
a decade in moving from (a) to (c). In consequence, as
the experiment is repeated for larger δt (slower sweeps),
the area Aσ of the hysteresis loop decreases. This trend
is shown in Fig. 6(a): Aσ is a monotonically decreas-
ing function of δt over the entire range explored. For
the larger δt values explored, the down and upsweep flow
curves meet at the highest strain rates to give closed hys-
teresis loops, as required for a meaningful comparison
with experiment. These data points are shown as filled
symbols in Fig. 6(a). In contrast for the lowest δt (fastest
sweeps), the flow curves fail to meet at the highest strain
rates, as indicated by the open symbols.
The same model as considered here was used previously
to study shear startup from rest.58 In that work the exis-
tence of an overshoot in the stress startup signal, which
typically occurs at an accumulated strain γ = O(1), was
shown to lead to the transient formation of shear-bands
during the subsequent process of fluidisation as the stress
falls from the overshoot to its final steady-state value.
Given that an upward shear rate sweep might be ex-
pected loosely to mirror a shear startup run, an obvious
question is whether the stress overshoots in panels (a)
and (c) are likewise associated with shear-banding.
To explore this idea, in panels (b) and (d) we plot the
degree of shear-banding 〈∆γ˙〉 as a function of strain rate
during the down and upsweeps, where a value 〈∆γ˙〉 > 0.5
corresponds to an observable degree of bowing (shear-
banding) in the velocity profile. For the sweep with
δt = 10.0, a clear shear-banding effect during the up-
sweep in panel (b) is associated with the stress overshoot
in panel (a). This is evident also in the snapshot ve-
locity profiles in the inset of panel (a). Associated with
this shear-banding effect, which is asymmetric between
the up and downsweep, is a hysteresis effect in the lo-
cal velocimetry measurements, as characterised by Av in
Eq. (11). As can be seen in Fig. 6(b), Av progressively
decreases with increasing δt (slower sweeps), at least in
any case where the hysteresis loop is closed. Indeed, for
the sweep with δt = 100.0 in panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 4,
the shear-banding effect is diminished to the point of be-
ing essentially unnoticeable. This trend is consistent with
the shear startup results in Ref.58, where a stronger stress
overshoot and more pronounced transient banding effect
was associated with a faster shear startup (compared to
the inverse sample age before startup commenced).
The low background value in the shear-banding signal
〈∆γ˙〉 in panels (b) and (d), below the threshold ≈ 0.5 for
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FIG. 5. Simple yield stress fluidity model with high degree of viscoelasticity G0 = 1.0, in flow curve sweeps with waiting time
δt = 10.0 per point (top) and δt = 100.0 per point (bottom). In each case the left panel shows the flow curves obtained in a
downsweep (black circles) followed up an upsweep (red circles), with the stationary underlying constitutive curve shown as the
dot-dashed line, and the insets showing velocity profile snapshots at the times corresponding to the solid symbols in the main
graph. The right panel shows the corresponding degree of shear-banding (main graph) and the inverse fluidity (inset). The
arrow pointing at the x-axis is γ˙ = 1/δt, which roughly coincides with the strain at which the stress first deviates from the
constitutive curve during the downsweep. Videos of the rheological hysteresis in this model for δt = 10, and 100 can be found
in the ESI. a
a noticeable bowing in the velocity profiles, is due to the
assumed presence of a slight stress heterogeneity across
the rheometer gap according to Eq. (2). This leads to
a slight strain rate heterogeneity even in the absence of
true shear-banding. The slight elevation in 〈∆γ˙〉 during
the downsweeps in panels (b) and (d), again of insuffi-
cient amplitude to be noticeable in the velocity profile,
is essentially an artefact of our choice of normalisation
in Eq. (13): the factor γ˙ in the denominator temporarily
decreases more quickly than the numerator.
We next consider a viscoelastic material, G0 = 1.0, in
which the basic timescale of stress relaxation is now com-
parable to the basic timescale that prescribes the ageing
behaviour, such that the stress can no longer relax in-
stantaneously for a given imposed shear rate and level
of sample fluidity. As seen in Fig. 5, many of the overall
trends in the rheological hysteresis are the same as for the
inelastic fluid. However one important difference is evi-
dent: at low values of the strain rate the flow curve mea-
sured in the upsweep lies below that of the downsweep.
This can be understood as follows. In a viscoelastic ma-
terial, the relaxation of stress happens gradually as a
function of time. In consequence, the stress accumulated
initially at the high strain rates continues to relax slowly
as a function of the time during which the shear rate
sweeps downwards then upward again over the low shear
rate regime (where the steady-state stress value, if at-
tainable, would be small). Such an effect has been noted
previously in works discussing a possible classification of
thixotropic fluids into ‘ideal’ and ‘viscoelastic’.50,84
As a result of this new effect, hysteresis now mani-
fests itself as a double loop in each of Figs. 5(a) and (c),
in contrast to the single loop in the counterpart panels
of Figs. 4. Each lobe of the double loop still contributes
positively to the overall measured loop area Aσ, however,
due to the use of the absolute value in the definition of
Eq. (10). Nonetheless, the pinching of the original single
loop into a double loop has the inevitable effect of reduc-
ing Aσ for a more viscoelastic material (smaller G0) com-
pared to an inelastic fluid (larger G0) in Fig. 6(a). The
minimum value of δt at which the up and down sweeps
meet at γ˙max to give a closed hysteresis loop (filled sym-
bols in Fig. 6) is also larger for more viscoelastic mate-
rials. The areas Av of the hysteresis loops in the veloc-
ity profile measurements vary much less with elasticity
[Fig. 6(b)], at least in any region where the hysteresis
loops are closed (solid symbols): the shear-banding that
arises during the upsweep, which is the essential ingredi-
ent in Av, is largely unchanged by the viscoelastic effect
just described.
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FIG. 6. Area of hysteresis loops in simple yield stress fluidity
model as a function of sweep time per point δt, as measured in
(a) bulk flow curve measurements and (b) spatially resolved
velocimetry. Curves upward in each panel correspond to de-
creasing levels of viscoelasticity: G0 = 1.0 (), G0 = 3.16 (◦),
G0 = 10.0 (△), and G0 = 100.0 (♦). Data points correspond-
ing to closed hysteresis loops for which the flow curves meet
at γ˙max are denoted by filled symbols; those corresponding to
open loops are shown as empty symbols.
2. SGR model
An obvious shortcoming of the fluidity model is that it
only has a single Maxwell mode of stress relaxation. The
SGR model provides a more realistic description of the
rheology of soft glassy materials in having a power-law
relaxation spectrum.
The results of our simulations of flow curve sweeps in
the spatially aware form of the SGR model are shown in
Fig. 7. As can be seen, these closely mirror the behaviour
of the fluidity model. In particular, (i) the hysteretic fea-
tures in the flow curves shift to lower γ˙ with increasing δt,
(ii) the area of the hysteresis loop Aσ decreases monoton-
ically with increasing in δt, (iii) the flow curves measured
in the upsweep and downsweep do not meet at γ˙max for
fast sweeps (small δt) and (iv) shear-banding arises in the
vicinity of the stress overshoot during the upsweep. It is
especially worth noting that the SGR model mirrors most
closely the case of the viscoelastic fluidity runs in Fig. 5
in that (v) at low shear rates the flow curve measured on
the upsweep lies below that of the downsweep, reflecting
the slow stress relaxation of a viscoelastic material.
This close correspondence between the SGR and flu-
idity models gives us confidence that the phenomena re-
ported here are generic across soft glassy materials, and
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FIG. 7. Flow curve sweeps in SGR model at x = 0.3 for
waiting times per point (a) δt = 25.1 and (b) δt = 251. In
each case the downsweep is shown by black circles and the
upsweep by red circles. Insets show snapshot velocity profiles
corresponding to the data points indicated by solid symbols
in the main figure. The arrow pointing at the x-axis is γ˙ =
1/δt, which roughly coincides with the strain at which the
stress first deviates from the constitutive curve during the
downsweep. The dependence of the area Aσ of the hysteresis
loop area on the waiting time per point δt is shown in (c),
with solid (resp. empty) symbols corresponding to runs with
closed (resp. open) hysteresis loops. Videos of the rheological
hysteresis in this model for δt = 25.1, and 251 can be found
in the ESI.a
not model specific. (The quantitative details do differ be-
tween the two models, however, and we do not attempt
a direct parameter match.) It also underlines the util-
ity of simplified fluidity models in understanding even
rather complicated rheological phenomena, circumvent-
ing to some extent the need for simulating the more cum-
bersome SGR model. Indeed, the computational expense
of simulating the SGR model means that the velocity
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profiles obtained from the simulations with m = 100 el-
ements on each of ns = 100 streamlines are quite noisy.
For that reason we do not show data for Av. We have
checked, however, that the bulk signals in Fig. 7 are ro-
bust to increasing m and ns.
The decrease in the area Aσ of the bulk rheological
hysteresis loop with increasing sweep time δt, shown in
Fig. 7(c) for a noise temperature x = 0.3 in the model’s
glass phase, also pertains for noise temperatures above
the glass transition, x > 1 (data not shown).
3. Comparison with experiment and other theoretical work
Comparing the results of our simulations of the fluidity
and SGR models with the experimental data for the sim-
ple yield stress fluids carbopol and mayonnaise in Figs. 2
and 3, we notice the following similarities. First, the
measures Aσ and Av of area in the hysteresis loops both
decrease monotonically with increasing sweep time δt, in
both experiment and theory, excepting the leftmost data
point for Aσ in mayonnaise. (We exclude from this re-
mark the open symbols in Figs. 6 and 7(c) for the reason
discussed earlier: the hysteresis loops are not closed in
this case.) Second, shear-banding (or at least a bowing
of the velocity profiles) arises near the stress overshoot
during the upsweep, in both the experiments and theory.
Some differences are also evident. For example, many
of the experimental velocity profiles show strong wall-
slip, particularly at low shear rates. Our simulations
assume no slip and cannot address this. The double
hysteresis loop in the viscoelastic simulations in Fig. 5
is either absent or weak in the experiments. Indeed this
may tell us that carbopol and mayonnaise are in fact rela-
tively inelastic on the relevant timescales (perhaps giving
behaviour intermediate between Figs. 4 and 5), and inde-
pendent rheological measurements to confirm this would
be welcome. Alternatively, the experimental flow curves
may be contaminated by wall-slip at low strain rates, al-
though it is worth nothing that wall treatment gave only
a moderate effect on the curves Aσ(δt) and Av(δt) in
Ref.51.
Recently, Puisto et al.66 studied flow curve sweeps
within a spatially aware fluidity model of a simple yield
stress fluid. Many of our results for simple yield stress
fluids are qualitatively consistent with these earlier find-
ings. In particular, Puisto clearly demonstrated a stress
overshoot during the upsweep, which is associated with
shear-banding, and which shifts to lower values of strain
rate with increasing sweep time δt.
For inelastic fluids, Puisto et al.66 predicted a mono-
tonic decrease of the hysteresis loop areasAσ andAv with
increasing sweep time δt, as also reported here. However
for viscoelastic materials they demonstrated more com-
plicated dependences, in some cases resembling the bell-
shaped plots of Aσ(δt) and Av(δt) seen experimentally
in viscosity bifurcating fluids. To try to understand why,
we performed a comprehensive sweep of the parameters
G0, r, γ˙max and δt in our fluidity model of a simple yield
stress fluid. While indeed we found non-monotonic and
bell shaped curves in some parameter regimes, in every
case this non-monotonicity was confined to small values
of δt (fast sweeps), for which the flow curves measured in
the down and upsweeps fail to meet at high strain rates,
giving open hysteresis loops that we suggest should be
discarded from any comparison with experiment. There-
fore, our understanding is that in simple yield stress flu-
ids the hysteresis loops areas Aσ and Av must always
decrease monotonically with increasing δt in any regime
that is meaningfully comparable with experiment, con-
sistent with the experimental results for carbopol and
mayonnaise in Figs. 2 and 3. The study of Puisto et al.66
did not consider viscosity bifurcating fluids, to which we
now turn our attention.
IV. RESULTS: VISCOSITY BIFURCATING YIELD
STRESS FLUIDS
A. Experimental
Fig. 8 shows the experimental results obtained on a
2.5% wt. laponite suspension in rough boundary con-
ditions (sandblasted Plexiglas) for δt = 15.5 s. On
the downsweep, the flow remains homogeneous down to
γ˙ ≃ 1 s−1. Below that point, the stress reaches an al-
most flat plateau and shear gets localised close to the
rotor while the material is arrested close to the stator.
Such shear localisation is expected for viscosity bifurcat-
ing yield stress fluids and has been observed many times
in steady-states obtained from fully fluidized states at
large shear rates.16,18,52,85,86 At very low shear rates, the
flow is fully arrested with total slip at the rotor. Starting
up again from this arrested state, total wall-slip persists
up to a stress maximum for γ˙ ≃ 10 s−1 after which a flu-
idized shear-band grows from the rotor while the stress
decreases for 10 . γ˙ . 30 s−1. Along the final increasing
branch of the upsweep, the laponite suspension is fully
fluidized and the flow is homogeneous.
In contrast to simple yield stress fluids, the hysteresis
in Fig. 8(a) is very large and extends almost over the full
range of shear rates. Even more strikingly, both Aσ and
Av now go through a clear maximum as a function of δt,
for δt ≃ 27 s and 42 s respectively [Fig. 8(b,c)].
The same trend is observed in Aσ for an 8% wt. car-
bon black gel in Fig. 9(b). There again, the magnitude of
the hysteresis first increases with the sweep time δt be-
fore reaching a maximum and decreasing for the slowest
sweeps. However, the flow curves shown in Fig. 9(a) for
carbon black with δt = 22.5 s and in a smooth geome-
try are markedly different from those in Fig. 8(a). Here,
the upsweep lies above the downsweep. This is a typical
feature of rheopectic fluids where the viscosity tends to
increase with time under an applied shear flow and in-
deed, carbon black gels have recently been recognized as
rheopectic materials.73 Since the viscosity bifurcation in
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FIG. 8. (a) Flow curve σ vs. γ˙ of a 2.5% wt. laponite
suspension obtained by first decreasing γ˙ from 103 to 10−3 s−1
in 90 logarithmically spaced steps of duration δt = 15.5 s
each (black symbols), and then increasing γ˙ over the same
range (red symbols). Insets: Velocity profiles inside the gap
recorded at the same shear rate during the downward (black)
and upward (red) sweeps. Velocity data are normalized by the
rotor velocity v0 and the vertical scale goes from 0 to 1. (b)
Hysteresis loop area Aσ defined by Eq. (10) versus δt. (c) Area
Av defined from the velocity profiles by Eq. (11) versus δt.
The bell-shaped solid lines in (b) and (c) show the existence
of a maximum in both Aσ and Av. Experiments conducted
with rough boundary conditions (sandblasted Plexiglas).
yield stress fluids is associated with thixotropy, i.e. the
decrease of viscosity with time under an applied shear,
carbon black gels should not strickly speaking be consid-
ered here as “viscosity bifurcating.” Still, it is interesting
to note the similarity of the behaviours of the hysteresis
areas in the carbon black gel and in the laponite suspen-
sion. In particular, taking the absolute value of the stress
difference in Eq. (10) allows us to consider thixotropic
and rheopectic materials in the same framework.
However for carbon black gels, the loop area Av com-
puted from the local velocity profiles strongly differs from
the area Aσ computed from the macroscopic rheology
in that Av does not show any specific trend with the
sweep time δt. A tentative explanation lies in the com-
plex flow behaviour of carbon black gel, which fluidisa-
tion was shown to involve flow heterogeneities not only
along the radial direction but also along the vorticity
direction.87,88 Hence one should not expect the velocity
profile measured at a given height of the Couette cell to
be representative of the whole sample. Furthermore, ve-
locity profiles reported in Fig. 9(a) show plug-like flows
and much more significant wall-slip over a larger range
FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 for an 8% wt. carbon black gel
with δt = 22.5 s. Note that the stress during the downsweep
(black symbols) lies above that measured during the upweep
(red symbols). Experiments conducted with smooth bound-
ary conditions (polished Plexiglas).
of shear rates than for the experiments conducted on
Laponite suspensions. This could also account partially
for the discrepancy between the local and global areas.
In any case, the fluidity model used in this paper does not
capture the local behaviour of rheopectic fluids and com-
parisons between the model and experiments on carbon
black should be taken with caution.
Whatever the mechanism for time-dependence, Figs. 8
and 9 show that both thixotropic and rheopectic yield
stress fluids display similar bell-shaped loop areas for
Aσ. It was proposed in Ref.
51 that such maxima in Aσ
(and in Av for Laponite suspensions) define a time δt
⋆
that is characteristic of the material’s time-dependent be-
haviour. For fast sweeps, δt < δt⋆, the material structure
only partially rebuilds during the loop and the slower the
sweeps, the material is given more and more time to re-
build, hence the increasing hysteresis with increasing δt.
For slow sweeps, however, as δt increases, the material
reaches states that are closer and closer to steady-states
at every step in shear rate. Therefore, the hysteresis
magnitude shows a decreasing trend for δt > δt⋆. In the
following, we test this intuition by studying the fluidity
model in the case of a viscosity bifurcating yield stress
fluid. In fact, our results will suggest that the formation
of shear-bands with layer normals in the gradient direc-
tion plays an integral role in explaining the bell shaped
hysteresis area as a function of time. Note that our the-
oretical work does not, however, take into account any
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FIG. 10. Viscosity bifurcating yield stress fluid model in the nearly inelastic regime, G0 = 100, in flow curve sweeps with
waiting time δt = 3.98 per point (top), δt = 10 (middle) and δt = 100.0 per point (bottom). In each case the left panel shows
the flow curves obtained in a downsweep (black circles) followed up an upsweep (red circles), with the stationary underlying
constitutive curve shown as the dot-dashed line, and the insets showing velocity profile snapshots at the times corresponding
to the solid symbols in the main graph. The right panel shows the corresponding degree of shear-banding (main graph) and
the inverse fluidity (inset). The arrow pointing at the x-axis is γ˙ = 1/δt. Videos of the rheological hysteresis in this model for
δt = 3.98, 10, and 100 can be found in the ESI.a
flow heterogeneity along the vorticity direction.
B. Theory
1. Fluidity model
The rheological hysteresis of a viscosity bifurcating
yield stress fluid can be studied using a fluidity model
with a non-monotonic underlying constitutive curve. To
specify a constitutive curve with a significant region of
non-monotonicity, as in Fig. 1, we set values a = 10,
p = 1 and τ1 = 3 in Eq. (6). As in our study of sim-
ple yield stress fluids above, we set the kinetic coefficient
prescribing the rate at which the fluidity responds to a
given flow in Eq. 4 as r = 1. With this, we then consider
separately the case of an almost inelastic material, with
G0 = 100 in Eq. 3, and a viscoelastic fluid with G0 = 1.
Results for the almost inelastic case are shown in
Fig. 10. As can be seen, the response shares several
features in common with the counterpart results for an
almost inelastic simple yield stress fluid in Fig. 4. In par-
ticular, (i) at the highest strain rates the stress responses
during the up and down sweeps coincide with each other,
and with the underlying constitutive curve; (ii) during
the downsweep the inverse fluidity λ and stress deviate
downwards from values prescribed by the constitutive
curve once the shear rate becomes lower than γ˙ ∼ 1/δt;
(iii) the stress during the upsweep lies above that on the
downsweep even at the lowest strain rates, and (iv) on
the upsweep a stress overshoot is seen, closely followed by
the formation of shear-bands. These bands are triggered
as a result of this stress overshoot, in direct counterpart
to the formation of shear-bands in shear startup from
rest.58
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FIG. 11. Viscosity bifurcating yield stress fluid model with high degree of viscoelasticity, G0 = 1, in flow curve sweeps with
waiting time δt = 3.98 per point (top), δt = 10 (middle) and δt = 100.0 per point (bottom). In each case the left panel shows
the flow curves obtained in a downsweep (black circles) followed up an upsweep (red circles), with the stationary underlying
constitutive curve shown as the dot-dashed line, and the insets showing velocity profile snapshots at the times corresponding
to the solid symbols in the main graph. The right panel shows the corresponding degree of shear-banding (main graph) and
the inverse fluidity (inset). The arrow pointing at the x-axis is γ˙ = 1/δt. Videos of the rheological hysteresis in this model for
δt = 3.98, 10, and 100 can be found in the ESI.a
However some important differences between the vis-
cosity bifurcating results of Fig. 10 and the simple yield
stress results of Fig. 4 are also evident, stemming from
the fact that the viscosity bifurcating fluid has a non-
monotonic underlying constitutive curve with a negative
slope for shear rates less than a critical rate γ˙∗ = 0.332
(recall Fig. 1), rendering stationary homogeneous flow
unstable to the formation of shear-bands in that regime.
We shall now explore these differences in detail in the
context separately of fast sweeps, δt . 10, and slow
sweeps, δt & 10.
For the fast sweep shown in Figs. 10(a,b), the underly-
ing constitutive curve plays relatively little role in the
response of the fluid during the downsweep, which is
accordingly very similar to its counterpart for the sim-
ple yield stress fluid in Fig. 4 (a,b). In particular, the
stress already deviates downwards from the constitutive
curve due to the time-dependence of the flow by the time
the minimum of the constitutive curve is attained. For
strain rates lower than this, the stress and inverse flu-
idity fail to attain their steady-state values before the
strain rate again tracks on downward. There is therefore
insufficient time for shear-bands to form, and the non-
monotonicity of the underlying constitutive curve is of
little consequence.
During the fast upsweep in Figs. 10(a,b), a stress over-
shoot arises with band formation shortly after it, as in a
simple yield stress fluid. As noted above, this is the direct
counterpart of the transient shear-banding triggered by
stress overshoot in shear startup from rest.58 The strain
rate at which this overshoot occurs increases with de-
creasing sweep time δt. In consequence, for the smallest
values of δt the stress overshoot occurs at shear rates for
which the negative slope in the underlying constitutive
curve is rather pronounced. This underlying instability
appears to have the effect of hastening the stress drop
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off the overshoot, and therefore of slightly lowering the
height of the overshoot. In comparison, for slightly larger
values δt, but still in the fast sweep regime δt . 10,
the overshoot occurs at slightly lower values of γ˙ for
which the underlying negative constitutive slope is less
pronounced. This allows a higher overshoot before the
stress drops away. [A careful comparison of Figs. 10(a)
and (c) on a linear vertical scale indeed reveals the stress
overshoot to be lower in a) than (c).] This increase in
the stress overshoot with δt renders the area Aσ of the
hysteresis loop an increasing function of δt in this fast
sweep regime δt . 10 (Fig. 12).
In the regime of slow sweeps, δt > 10.0, the response
of a viscosity bifurcating fluid differs strongly from the
counterpart response of a simple yield stress fluid even
during the downsweep. This can be seen by comparing
Fig. 10(e) with Fig. 4(c). In particular, in a slow down-
sweep in a viscosity bifurcating fluid, shear-bands have
sufficient time to form in response to the negative slope
in the stationary underlying constitutive curve. At the
lowest strain rates, however, these bands heal back to
homogeneous flow. This is because the width of the high
shear-band eventually becomes comparable to the width
of the interface between the bands at low strain rates,
as set by the parameter d in Eq. 4, thereby effectively
eliminating the high shear-band. Repeating the runs in
Fig. 10(e) for progressively smaller values of d, the strain
rate at which the bands heal back to homogeneous flow
on the downsweep becomes progressively smaller. We
expect the value of d in any experimental system to be
much smaller than the smallest value that can be ac-
cessed in our simulation, and therefore that this effect
would be deferred to much smaller strain rates in any
real experiment. In the upward part of a slow sweep a
stress overshoot again arises, as for fast upsweeps, trig-
gering the formation of bands by analogy with the band
formation that occurs due to stress overshoot in shear
startup. Once formed, these bands are closely analogous
in this slow sweep to those seen in a steadily imposed
shear flow, and persist until the strain rate exceeds that
of the steady-state shear-banding regime. The stress at
which these quasi steady-state bands coexist is deter-
mined by the diffusion term in Eq. (4).
In these slow sweeps, the height of the stress over-
shoot during the upsweep decreases with increasing δt,
and the typical strain rate below which the response de-
viates from steady-state shifts to the left. In consequence,
the area of the hysteresis loop decreases with increasing
δt in this slow sweep regime. See Fig. 12.
The trends just discussed in an almost inelastic vis-
cosity bifurcating fluid for the hysteresis loop area to
increase with increasing δt in fast sweeps, and to de-
crease with increasing δt in slow sweeps, lead to the bell
shaped dependence of Aσ on δt in Fig. 12 for G0 = 100.
Experimentally, varying the number n of measurement
points per decade in the shear rate sweeps reveals that
the true control parameter is nδt [Figs. 13(a) and (c)].
The same trend is also seen in the numerical results, es-
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FIG. 12. Area of hysteresis loops in a viscosity bifurcating
yield stress fluid model as a function of sweep time per point
δt, as measured in (a) bulk flow curve measurements and (b)
spatially resolved velocimetry. Curves upward in each panel
correspond to decreasing levels of viscoelasticity: G0 = 1.0
(), G0 = 3.16 (◦), G0 = 10.0 (△), and G0 = 100.0 (♦). Data
points corresponding to closed hysteresis loops for which the
flow curves meet at γ˙max are denoted by filled symbols; those
corresponding to open loops are shown as empty symbols.
pecially in the velocity profile hysteresis loop area Av(δt).
Figs. 13(b) and (d) collect these curves of Aσ and Av for
several different values of the number n of sweep points
per decade, and show good collapse as a function of the
master scaling variable nδt. The numerical results here
allow to extend to the area computed from the velocity
profile the validity of such master scaling variable.
In Fig. 11 we show our results for a viscosity bifurcating
fluid with a high degree of viscoelasticity, G0 = 1. The
differences with the almost inelastic case of G0 = 100
just discussed in Fig. 10 closely mirror the differences
between a viscoelastic and almost inelastic simple yield
stress fluid in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. In particular,
for a viscoelastic fluid the stress evolves on the same slow
timescale as the fluidity, and takes longer to respond to
changes in the imposed strain rate. This leads to the
upsweep flow curve initially falling below the downsweep
flow curve in Fig. 11(e), as in Fig. 5(c).
2. Comparison with experiment and other theoretical
works
Our fluidity model of a viscosity bifurcating yield
stress fluid has successfully captured shear-banding in
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FIG. 13. Area of hysteresis loops measured from bulk
flow curve (a, b, c) and spatially resolved velocime-
try (d) for different number of steps per decade n =
3(), 8(•), 15(△), 30(◦), 50(+) from the laponite suspension
experiments (a, c), and from the viscosity bifurcating fluid
model in the nearly inelastic regime G0 = 100 (b, d).
the downward part of a flow curve sweep [recall, e.g., the
inset of Fig. 10(c)], as seen experimentally for laponite
in Fig. 8. This represents an important difference be-
tween the response of viscosity bifurcating and simple
yield stress fluids: shear localisation was not observed
during the downsweep either experimentally in simple
yield stress fluids, or in our model of a simple yield stress
fluid in Sec. III.
For a viscosity bifurcating fluid we have also success-
fully obtained a bell shaped dependence of the hysteresis
loop areas in stress Aσ and velocities Av as a function
of δt, as seen in the experimental data of Sec. IVA. We
also find convincing collapse of the data for Aσ and Av
with the scaling variable nδt for different values of n in
Fig. 13(b,d), as seen experimentally in panel (c) of the
same figure. However, there is a clear separation in the
location of the peak in Aσ(nδt) compared with that for
Av(nδt) in the theoretical results. Such a separation was
also noted in the previous theoretical work of Puisto et
al.66 for a simple yield stress fluid, although we suggest
that the peak reported in that work should be treated
with caution for the reasons discussed above.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by experimental data for two simple yield
stress fluids (carbopol gel and mayonnaise) and for a vis-
cosity bifurcating fluid (laponite), we have studied theo-
retically the phenomenon of rheological hysteresis in the
flow curve sweep protocols as defined in the experimental
study of Ref.51. We have done so within simplified flu-
idity models of simple yield stress and viscosity bifurcat-
ing fluid behaviour, and within the soft glassy rheology
model of a simple yield stress fluid.
For a simple yield stress fluid, our simulations cap-
ture homogeneous flow response during the downsweep in
strain rate, followed by shear-banding triggered by stress
overshoot in the upsweep. Both these findings agree with
the experimental data in carbopol. We also find that the
hysteresis loop areas measured separately via the bulk
stress Aσ and the spatially resolved velocity profiles Av
both decrease monotonically with the timescale δt of the
imposed sweep, as also seen experimentally (at least for
all but the lowest value of δt in mayonnaise). While
this comparison seems very convincing, a note of caution
should also be added that, experimentally, the smallest
feasible value of δt may simply be still too large to pick
up any regime in which Aσ and Av rise with δt.
Our prediction of a monotonic decrease in the hystere-
sis loop areas with increasing δt in a simple yield stress
fluid is in contrast with the earlier theoretical work Puisto
et al.66. We have argued that the non-monotonicity sug-
gested in that earlier study stems from their having con-
sidered sweep times fast enough to be in the physically
undesirable regime in which the downsweep and upsweep
flow curves fail to meet at the highest strain rates, which
was excluded from the experiments.
For a viscosity bifurcating yield stress fluid, our sim-
ulations capture shear-banding during slow downsweeps,
arising from the instability present in the non-monotonic
underlying stationary constitutive curve. This agrees
with experimental data in laponite. For fast down-
sweeps, in contrast, these bands do not have sufficient
time to form. During the upsweep, bands form due to the
overshoot of stress as a function of time, in close anal-
ogy with overshoot-driven shear-banding in shear startup
from rest. As a consequence of this more complicated
banding behaviour in a viscosity bifurcating yield stress
fluid, we have found the hysteresis loop areas Aσ and Av
to show a bell shaped dependence on the sweep time δt,
as also seen experimentally in laponite.
For both simple and viscosity bifurcating yield stress
fluids, an important difference arises between the case of
an almost inelastic material, in which the stress responds
essentially instantaneously to a given imposed flow and
state of material fluidity, and a viscoelastic fluid, in which
the stress responds on the same slow timescale as the flu-
idity itself. In particular, for almost inelastic fluids the
stress during the upsweep lies above that of the down-
sweep for all strain rates. In contrast, for a viscoelastic
fluid the stress in the first part of the upsweep lies below
that in the downsweep due to the continuing slow vis-
coelastic relaxation of the stress. The experimental data
in carbopol, mayonnaise and laponite suggest a mostly
inelastic response, with a slight viscoelastic effect in car-
bopol at low strain rates. The carbon black gel shows
a much more pronounced viscoelastic response, although
with rheopexy that leads to a discrepancy between the
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hysteresis area computed from the velocity profiles and
that computed from the rheology alone, which the the-
oretical models considered here do not address. Flow
curve sweeps might indeed provide a good way in which
to probe the degree of viscoelasticity in a soft glassy ma-
terial.
A significant advantage of the fluidity model is the fa-
cility to tune between the inelastic and viscoelastic re-
sponse just discussed via the parameter G0. In contrast
the SGR model predicts only viscoelastic behaviour, with
the stress responding on the same timescale as the ma-
terial’s fluidity. Along with the relatively much greater
simplicity of the fluidity model compared to SGR, this
suggests an advantage of fluidity models over SGR in
modelling the experimental phenomena considered here.
Note that we have considered in this study only a simple
yield stress fluid version of the SGR model. A counter-
part version capturing (similarly viscoelastic) viscosity
bifurcating behaviour could also have been studied.
In all our theoretical calculations we have ignored wall-
slip, assuming always a no-slip condition at the walls of
the flow cell. Given the strong presence of slip in many
of the experiments, this represents a major shortcoming
that remains to be tackled in future theoretical work.
Finally, the present study has for simplicity taken a
scalar approach, considering only the shear component
of the stress tensor. In practice, other components of
the stress tensor are also important to the rheology of
soft glassy materials, particularly to model some three-
dimensional features observed during yielding,87,88 or un-
der confinement.89–92 These can be incorporated by us-
ing a frame invariant tensorial constitutive model, such
as the Maxwell or Giesekus model, in which the material
viscosity depends on the scalar fluidity λ.50,64,74 A ten-
sorial extension of the scalar SGR model can be found
in Ref.93. A study of rheohysteresis in these tensorial
models remains open for future work.
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